
 

Guinea Jubilee Photography Contest Guidelines/ Expectations 

The Guinea Heritage Association (GHA) welcomes all photographers to 
participate.   

1. 1st place prize is $500, and the winner will have their original photograph included in the 
official Guinea Heritage Museum Photography Collection.  The winning photographer retains 
copyright to their photographs; however by entering this contest, they permit unrestricted usage 
by the GHA exclusively for promotional materials/items, museum displays and the like, without 
receiving a fee or compensation.                                                                                                                               

2. Honorable Mention prize is $50, and the winner will retain rights to their photographic entry 
with no transfer or claims attached by the GHA. GHA would, however, like the honor of 
publicly recognizing the photographer and displaying their photograph. 

3. The overall size of photography must be 16” x 20”.                                                                                             
Entrants may submit more than one entry. A separate entry form and fee is required for each 
entry.  

4. GHA expects the winning photographer to:   

 Provide a quality framed artwork (16” x 20” photograph size) with matt and glass. 
Framing should allow easy access to the photograph so that the committee may 
review the work. Photograph should be on high-quality, archival photographic 
paper using high-quality, archival printing inks and methods.  

 Fulfill all submission criteria to be eligible for judging 
 Provide the photographic image, if selected for 1st place, on CD so that GHA can 

reproduce the image for publicity, promotional material, and museum display. 
 Attend the July 15th Reception/Exhibition of contest entries and September 9th 

Guinea Heritage Day (unveiling of winning entries) event if selected as 1st place. 

5. Important details: 

 If the photograph has won/placed in another photography contest it is ineligible to be 
entered in the Guinea Jubilee Photography contest. If the photograph was entered in 
another photography contest but did not win then it can be considered for the Guinea 
Jubilee Photography contest.  

 By signing the official entry form and/or submitting a photographic entry, you are stating 
that you are the owner and copyright holder of the original photograph submitted. You 
also represent and warrant that the photograph is your original work.  

 If your photograph contains identifiable people, you must provide GHA with written 
permission from any/all individuals to use their image. 

 The GHA reserves the right to exclude photographs that are deemed inappropriate. 
 

 

Thank you for your interest in the 2018 Guinea Jubilee Photography Contest! 


